Maths

English
•
•

•
•
•
•

I can recite some simple rhymes and poems.
I can read contracted words and understand that
the
plasapostrophe shows where the letters have been
omitted.
I can use joining words and, or, but in my writing.
I can read what I have written to check it makes
sense.
I can read my writing aloud so that I can be heard
by my teacher and my friends.
I can write letters that are the same size and
correctly formed.

•

Year 1 Topic Web
Term 4
from 18.3.19
Van Gogh’s
‘Starry Night’

•

•
•

Music

Art
•
•

•

I can say if objects are longer or shorter, taller or
shorter or long or short when I meausre them.
I can say if an objects is heavier or lighter than
another object.
I can say if a container with water in it is full or
empty, a quarter full or a quarter empty.
I can choose and use appororpiate standard units to
estimate and measure length / height in any
direction; mass; volume and capacity to the nearest
appropriate unit using rulers, scales and measuring
vessels.

•

I can respond to ideas.
I can use a variety of materials and
processes to communicate my ideas and
meanings, and design and make images and
artefacts.
I can describe what I think or feel about my
own work and others’ work.

I can recognise and explore how sounds can be
made and changed.

•

I can use my voice in different ways such as
speaking, singing and chanting, and perform
with awareness of others.

•

I can repeat short rhythmic and melodic
patterns and create and choose sounds in
response to given starting points.

•

PSHE

•
•

can recognise well-defined changes in sounds,

Knowing Me, Knowing You

identify simple repeated patterns and take

School core values - this term’s core value is

account of musical instructions.

‘Growth and Change’.
•

Computing
•
•
•

I know how to be kind to other people when
online and think carefully about what we say.
I can follow and algorithm.
I know how technology can be used in school.

I can respond to different moods in music. I

PE
•
•

Rondos – Football
Dance

RE
I can say what a prayer is and why some
people pray.
• I can describe places where people may pray.
• I can say what makes a place sacred.
•

Key Words

How can I help my child at home?
Play phonic games on the following website:
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/BuriedTreasure2.html
Click on Free Phonics Play and then Phase 5.
Read the coin and sort into real and alien words.

What can you find out about
Van Gogh?

Compare the weight of the items.
http://www.lcfclubs.com/lcfmaths/flash04/z04-games/z04heavier-and-lighter.asp

Take a starry night walk or
look up at the stars with your
child. What stars /
constellations can you see /
name?
Use the skyview app to
support this.

